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Social Challenges and possible Solutions
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Youth
Unemployment

Change of
school system

Create new
jobs.

Vocational
Training

Hassan, 2015, p.17.



How to meet localy based social challenges?
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Social entrepreneurship can be defined as entrepreneurship that aims to 
provide innovative solutions to unsolved social problems. Therefore it often goes 
hand in hand with social innovation processes, aimed at improving people’s lives 
by promoting social changes. (Source: OECD, 2010, p. 188)

Social Innovation Labs: A space for multi-disciplinary collaboration to shape the 
physical and social character of a neighborhood, town, city, or region. 
(following Markusen/Gadwa, 2010 and Hassan 2015). 

How might we change or shape complex environments?



How to create Change?
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Organisational Change Model

Akingbola/Rogers/Baluch, 2019, p. 77.; along the lines of Johnson/Kavanagh, 2018 and Kotter 1995.

Nonprofit Change Model

Akingbola et al., 
2019, p. 89.

Social Lab Framework

Evans/Mangu-
Ward., 2015, p. 6.



Cooperation as a main instrument of Social Change
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Social Change either in an community based approach or in an social
enterprise requires involvement of and cooperation among multiple players
drawn from both the private and public sectors. Facilitating organizations,
including NGOs, government agencies, and cooperatives may be essential
partners in the process. (Along the lines of Nielsen/Samia, JoCM, 2008, p. 441.)

means to work together to the same end.

inevitably results in giving up independency.

always leads to transaction costs.

…

…

…

Cooperation
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Cooperation leads to „transaction costs“: collecting information, communication, 
controlling, settling disputs, … The complexer the cooperation the higher the
(expected) transaction costs. 9

bilateral cooperation trilateral cooperation

simple networks complex networks

Complexity of cooperations

?



Types and possible stages of cooperations
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giz (ed.), 2015, p. 142.
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Building a Team / Network for localy based Social Change
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Hassan, 2015, p.22.
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Map of actors
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giz (ed.), 2015, p. 134-135.

Think about the social challenge, you want to address: 
which are the relevant actors in your network?



Template: Map of actors
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giz (ed.), 2015, p. 131.
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How to build a successful cooperation
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Motivation 
to cooperate1. common mission or goals and their strategic relevance

perceived
reputation

felt
trust

expe-
rienced

solidarity

Willingness
to cooperate2.

Stability of
cooperation3. • fairness (you get what you give)

• participation (high involvement only with high participation)
• agreed ways of solving conflicts
• potential sanctions

homo cooperativus vs. homo oeconomicus:
a majority is willing to cooperate under certain preconditions

Morner/Wäldner, 2013.



Checklist: indicators for successful cooperations
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giz (ed.), 2015, p. 163.



How to build trust
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giz (ed.), 2015, p. 159.



Indicators for a trustful cooperation (how to measure trust)
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giz (ed.), 2015, p. 161-162.



levels of participation
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inform

inform and ask for feedback

common development
of ideas

common evaluation
of the ideas

ask for opinion
about possible solutions

decide together
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let community decide

Ownership.

I am part of it.

I am informed

common development of
alternative solutions

I am involved.
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Non-cooperation with the bad is 
just as much a part of our duties as 

cooperation with the good.

Mahatma Gandhi
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